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SPECIFICATIONS 
Length: 35.50 metres (116' 6") 
Beam: 7.34 metres (24' 1") 
Draft: 2.50 metres (8' 2") 
Number of crew: 6 
Built: 2010 
Builder: Falcon 
Naval architect: MCA FALCON 
Flag: GREEK 
Hull construction: GRP 
Hull configuration: Planing hull 
Air conditioning, Stabilisers underway, WiFi 
connection on board 

EQUIPMENT 
Engines: 2 x 2252hp MTU 
Gemerators: 2 X 55kw KOHLER 
 
Generators consumption: 300 Ltrs/Day 
Cruising speed: 23.5 
Fuel consumption: 800 Litres/Hr 

    

ACCOMMODATION 
Number of cabins: 5 
Cabin configuration: 3 Double, 2 Twin 

WATER SPORTS 
Tenders + toys: One Novurania 4,60m with 
80hp Yamaha outboard engine. One Yamaha 



Bed configuration: 2 Pullman, 3 King, 4 Single 
Number of guests: 12 

three-seater wave-runner 115hp, Water-skis, 
Tubes, Wake board, Inflatable banana (for 6 
persons), Two kayaks, Snorkeling and Fishing 
Equipment. 

Stepping on board Falcon’s radiant 115ft “HELIOS”, newly built in 2010, you immediately experience 

the fresh, crisp and light atmosphere that she offers. Staying true to her name, meaning ‘sun’ in 

Greek, this bright, shining, glorious yacht is extremely humble in her beauty. 

 

Once on board, you find yourself on the large, wide and spacious aft deck on which there is a light 

wooden table surrounded by 10/12 chairs, the entrance to the salon and two entrances to the well-

sized swimming platform which has a shower for rinsing off after swimming. On the left of the salon 

doors are stairs leading up to the sun deck and on the right, an I-Pod docking station. Making your 

way down the right walkway from the aft deck leads you fore, passing a convenient door leading to 

the salon. Making your way down the left walkway from the aft deck also leads you fore; you pass a 

door to the galley and crew mess on the way. As you make your way through the tinted glass sliding 

doors from the aft deck of the salon you will instantly notice the soothing and stylish use of color and 

the radiant ambiance due to the many windows. The complimenting combination of cream materials 

and Cherry Tree wood used throughout the yacht adds to the fresh feeling, along with the beige 

blinds that line the windows. On the right hand side upon entering the salon, there is a long unit 

containing the 42” flat screen TV, the hi-fi system, DVD player and the Home Cinema System; there 

is surround sound for you to experience the full effects! On the left hand side upon entry to the salon 

is the half-moon shaped seating area offering one two seated cream sofa, one five seated cream 

sofa and two striped armchairs. There are two tables on either side of the large sofa. There is a 

fridge and icemaker in the salon as well. 

 

After walking through the salon you reach the elegant and simple dining area where you will find a 

polished Cherry Tree wood dining table with 10 cream leather chairs. This table can also seat 12. 

Facing fore in the dining area, the right hand hallway leads to a set of stairs on the left leading up to 

the bridge and a set of stairs leading down to the lower deck, as well as one of the VIP cabins. This 

hallway is also where the previously mentioned door from the walkway joins the main salon. Upon 

entering the VIP cabin on the main deck, there is a small hallway with closets on your left, and a 

mirror on the inside of the cupboard door. There is a king sized bed in the center, with a bedside 

table on either side providing two drawers and a lamp each for when you want to do some late night 

reading. Facing the bed, on your right hand side there is a unit which doubles as a vanity table, with 

a mirror, plenty of storage space and a small stool. Mounted on the wall opposite the bed is a 26” flat 

screen TV, in the unit on the left hand side of the cabin you will find the hi-fi system and DVD player. 

The cabin also has a refrigerator and a safe box. The cabin offers en-suite facilities with two sinks, a 

bidet, a toilet and a shower with Jacuzzi. 

 

All cabins offer en-suite facilities, designed with fine materials including beautifully refined Italian 

marble and all have showers with Jacuzzi. Additionally all cabins have satellite TV, windows which 



can be opened and individually controlled air conditioning except the vip cabin on main deck. 

 

Facing fore in the dining area, the left hand hallway leads to the spacious and well-equipped galley, 

and a set of stairs and the end of the galley which leads down to the crew mess on the lower deck. 

This left hand hallway is also where the previously mentioned door from the left hand walkway meets 

the galley. With your superb chef you will undoubtedly be subjected to countless delicious meals on 

board! 

 

Make your way downstairs to the lower deck and you will find four fantastic cabins. The lower deck is 

lined with cream carpet which again against the polished wooden walls, creates a wonderfully warm 

atmosphere. When you descend the stairs directly in front of you is the Master cabin, the two twin 

cabins are starboard and port side and behind you, starboard and fore, is the other VIP cabin. 

 

This VIP cabin on the lower deck, slightly larger than the VIP cabin on the main deck, has a king size 

bed with a quilted light grey headboard, a bedside table on each side, both with two drawers and 

each with a reading lamp. Looking at the bed, on the right hand side is the closet with a mirror on the 

inside of the closet door and a large surface area by the window with sufficient storage space. On 

the left hand side of the bed you will find a unit which doubles as a vanity table, with a mirror, plenty 

of storage space and a small stool. On the wall opposite the bed there is a 26” flat screen TV, a hi-fi 

and DVD player. The cabin offers a safe box. The en-suite facilities for this cabin include one sink, a 

bidet, a toilet and a shower with Jacuzzi. 

 

The two Twin cabins located starboard and port on the lower deck are identical to each other. They 

both have twin beds with a shared bedside table in the middle which has two drawers. There is a 

reading light next to each of the beds, and each bed has a cream colored paneled head board. On 

the wall opposite the beds there is a 20” flat screen TV, there is a hi-fi and DVD player. Both Twin 

cabins offer en-suite facilities with one sink, a bidet, a toilet and a shower with Jacuzzi and both have 

a Pullman Berth each. 

 

The Master cabin is extremely spacious, practically designed and tastefully decorated. Enter the 

cabin which boasts a large king size bed with quilted light grey headboard, two bedside tables on 

either side of the bed each with two drawers and a reading lamp. There are two doors in line with 

and on either side of the bed. The door on the right leads you to the extremely spacious walk-in 

closet which has plenty of storage space and a full length mirror. The door on the left leads you to 

the en-suite facilities which offer two sinks, a bidet, a toilet and a shower with Jacuzzi. The cabin 

offers a long unit which provides ample surface space for your belongings and storage space 

underneath as well as a unit which doubles as a vanity table, with a mirror, plenty of storage space 

and a small stool. This unit also houses the cabins refrigerator. There is a 26” flat screen TV 

mounted on the wall, a hi-fi system and DVD player. This cabin undeniably provides that which a 

Master cabin should, and your stay will be nothing less than comfortable and luxurious! 

 



Making your way up to the glorious sun deck from the aft deck you will find directly in front of you, to 

the left, an L-shaped seating area for twelve with a large table. This table can be used as a regular 

dining table and is height adjustable so it can be used as a bar. As you make your way past the 

seating area you find a generous sun bathing area with sun beds and opposite the sun beds on the 

right you have a bar area with a fridge and icemaker. A bimini allows you to enjoy shaded meals on 

the sun deck. 

 

Fore you will find plenty of cushioned seating on either side of four steps which lead you to a large 

sunbathing area; the perfect place to soak up the sun with a cool drink and embrace the 

breathtaking scenery that will surround you! 

 

With her stylish interior design, beautiful and sleek exterior, elegant lighting, numerous up-to-date 

amenities, water-toys and her superb crew, your stay on-board “HELIOS” will, without a doubt, be 

one that is relaxing, enjoyable, unforgettable and one that you will be ready to do again! 
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KEY FEATURES

Three doubte bedded cabins
Possibitity for futty shaded areas
Wide range of water toys
Dedicated crew with repeat ctientete
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CAPTAIN, Antonis Dagktis
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23.5 knots

WEEKLY RATES.

Euro 75.000 Uune 15 - September 15)

Euro 63.000 [Low season] The yacht is featured in Yachtfotio and Charter lndex



CAPTAIN ANTONIS DAGKLIS

Captain Antonis was born in 1976 Greece, is married with one child, and he
is a graduate of the Merchant Marine Academy of Hydra. ln 2013 Antonis
attended the Hellenic Republic Ministry of Economy competitiveness and
shipping seafarers Training Directorate (KESEN), and holds captain class
A' diploma. He has worked as officer on cargo tanker ships and cruise ships
and has vast experience as captain on board luxury motor yachts such as:
"Sea U", "Aphrodite", Venezuglla", "Lady P", "Noni", "O'Pari" and "Happy
Dolphin ll". Antonis is a very devoted Captain who earns the respect and admiration instantly,
both from his crew and his guests. He speaks fluent English and holds certificates from $TCW
for Unlimited Tonnage. Antonis has been awarded from HCR for saving life at sea, holds a first
star diver certificate, and during his free time he enjoys playing basketball and diving.

ENGINEER - NIKOLAOS NIKOLIDAKIS

Nikos was born in 1980 in Greece, is married with one child, and speaks
conversational English and French. After completing high school, Nikos
attended thed +Merehgn! Marine Academy of Aspropyrgos" in Greece,
where he obtained hid Engineer B' Diploma, He also holds Engineer A'
Diploma, and all the necessary safety certificates. Nikos began his
services at sea in 2000, where he served as Apprentice Engineer on a
merchant vessel, Further on, he served as 3'o Engineer and then as 2nd
Engineer on motor tankers. ln 2009 Nikos brought his services and training to luxury motor
yachts serving as 2nd Engineer on board motor yacht "Alfa". Today Nikos is serving alongside
with the immaculate crew of m/y "Helios", and at his spare time he enjoys playing sports.

CHEF - KONSTANTINOS BALATSOUKAS

Konstantinos was born in 1984 in Greece. He is single and speaks
conversational English and is familiar with French Cuisine Terminology.
Konstantinos has graduated in 2007 from IEK "Le Monde" where he
attended courses for Technical of Culinary Arts. Also he holds Certificates
and Diplomas for: RO/BO Passenger and Basic Training for Life Saving
and Fire Fighting. Konstantinos has also attended seminars for "Food
Professionals" in Athens, "Thai Cooking Lessons" in Thailand, and "Best of
international d'Alain Ducasse" in Athens. As Chef, Konstantinos enjoys creative cuisine and can
please the most demanding clients for French, ltalian, Spanish, and in general Mediterranean
cuisine. He has worked as chef for restaurants "L'Artigiano", "Kyma", "Best Friends", "Cgsica",
"Kouzina", on board cruise ships, and on board motor yachts "lris" and "Suncoco". Konstantinos
has been awarded the 3'o place at the Chefs' Competition at the "Mediterranean Yacht Show
2014" in Nafplion, and at his free time he enjoys playing soccer and relaxing listening to music.
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e*pe6ence neginnint in i'gg2 bri ooaro luxury motor vessels and on luxury motor yachts such

as'mly'rue*rniru",,r7y 
;fVnOrr"O", and miy'Alexandra K"' He has ContinuOuSly been wOrking

on board ever since1992. His vast experience and character are the key assets to his success

in making sure that everything his guests require are met.with the highest standards. During his

free timel Sotiris enjoys computers, cinema, travelling and fishing.

CHIEF STEWARD - SOTIRIS VOURLOS

sotiris was born in 1971 , in Greece and is single. sotiris graduated from the

"Technical Educational lnstitute" of Athens with a diploma in Tourism

Management of Business Administration and Economy' He speaks fluent

ingfiJn and has also attended seminars at school "Le Monde", Athens'

fuilner to his diploma, Sotiris also holds all necessary certificates, including

those for Life Saving and Fire Fighting Appliances from the "Merchant

Marine Academy of- Aspropyrgos;, Athens. Sotiris has vast working

ASSISTANT STEWARDESS - NEKTARIA MITILINIOU

Nektaria was born in 1975 in Greece, speaks English and holds

Stewardess Diploma from the Ministry of Merchantile Marine' She also

hotds certificate of National school of Life saving & Fire Fighting

npplirn.". of Aspropyrgos.'Nektaria has been serving as stewardess at

sea since 2008, ancj iris worked on board luxury motor yachts "Carmen

Fontana". "C-armen Serena" and "Erato". Nektaria iS alwayS willing tO Serve

n"i gr..i..'itftt'a spile, has two children and during her free time she

enjoys reading, theater and cinema.

SAILOR - GEORGE KATSANAKIS

Georgewasbo?n'4n'{ffifin"GI'eFce,iqmarr'redqTdll:onechild'
ceorge has attended the "Merchant Marine Academy of Aipropyrgos"

and in 2000 graduated as 2nd officer. He has been serving at sea

since 1987 on board cargo ships, and from 1998 on board luxury motor

yachts "Sirius", "Aegean Princess", "Harmony", "Trinity ll"' and "Happy

Dolphin ll". George has a pleasant character, loves the sea and speaks

English. He holds speedboat license and at his free time he enjoys

sports.
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